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EAR-0321760: Support of UNAVCO Community and Facility Activities
1.0 Quarterly Summary
The UNAVCO Facility through this Cooperative Agreement provides engineering, equipment,
data, and information technology support to NSF- and NASA-funded efforts. UNAVCO
researchers use GPS and other high precision geodetic techniques to study earthquake processes,
mantle properties, active magmatic systems, plate boundary zone deformation, intraplate
deformation and glacial isostatic adjustment, global geodesy and plate tectonics, global change,
and polar processes. In addition to supporting numerous individual EAR-funded PIs, the Facility
also operates with JPL the NASA Global GPS Network (GGN), provides project management
for the PBO Nucleus and GeoEarthScope (part of the EarthScope MREFC) projects, and
provides support to the NSF Office of Polar programs-funded projects for individual PIs working
in the Arctic and Antarctic regions with Facility funding coming from supplements to this
Cooperative Agreement. The Facility is also part of a new UNAVCO/IRIS OPP MRI to develop
robust power and communications systems for GPS and seismic operations in harsh polar
environments. The Facility is organized into two primary groups, the Engineering Group and
Data Group with additional project IT and administrative support from Facility Operations and
Infrastructure staff. The Facility also contributes to UNAVCO Education and Outreach efforts.
This quarterly report presents highlights and performance metrics for the period SeptemberNovember 2006 including core support as well as summaries of major projects managed by the
Facility.
UNAVCO Community Activities
In addition to project support, UNAVCO Community activities include community meetings,
such as the UNAVCO Science Workshop held in March, 2006, the members meeting held in
conjunction with the Fall AGU, and external Facility committees including the Education and
Outreach and Facility Standing Committees which both met in the last quarter. These standing
committees provide a critical means for the community to give feedback and direction to
UNAVCO and help chart new directions and activities. UNAVCO continues to grow and
currently has 92 members (63 Member Institutions and 29 Associate Member Institutions) from
around the globe. The membership met at the Fall 2006 AGU meeting in conjunction with the
AGU Geodesy Section Reception.
This report follows the structure of previous Interim reports, but adds detailed performance
metrics associated with the new expanded Facility Work Breakdown Structure (WBS). The
Facility uses a WBS that provides a multi-level framework that organizes and defines the work
to be accomplished for core and project tasks. The performance metrics are evolving as
mechanisms are developed to track statistics. They will have greater utility as addition quarterly
statistics are acquired and trends develop.
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1.1 Quarterly Featured Project
Project: Calabria, Italy
UNAVCO Facility Engineer: Beth Bartel
Funding Source: NSF-EAR: Continental Dynamics
Principle Investigators: Michael Steckler (Lamont-Doherty Earth Observatory), Mladen
Nedimovic (Dalhousie University)
Project Location: Italy
Participants from the Lamont-Doherty
Earth Observatory, Dalhousie
University, Universita della Calabria,
and the UNAVCO Facility installed
nine continuous GPS sites on a transect
across Calabria, Italy, in November
2006 (Figure 1). Each site is equipped
with a Trimble NetRS receiver and a
Trimble Zephyr Geodetic antenna.
Because of the need for security,
power, ease of installment, and minimal
cost, monumentation required some
creativity. To accommodate these
needs, all sites were installed on
Figure 1. Map of new GPS sites, shown in red.
buildings including two churches, two
An additional site was installed with LDEO
schools, a cross-country ski lodge, and
equipment in the Crati Valley, between Lattarico
four town halls. Most monuments are
and Luzzi.
simply a 5/8” stainless steel all-thread
pin epoxied or cemented into a hole drilled into the roof. However, to avoid excessive snow
cover at the ski lodge, a side mount was used, and at Luzzi a taller monument was used to extend
the antenna above a railing (Figure 2). All systems employ AC power with a battery back-up,
and three are currently connected to local internet.
Calabria, in the boot of Italy, lies over an active Benioff zone in a complex subduction system.
The transect of GPS sites is part of a multi-institutional, multi-disciplinary study to determine
subduction history and whether convergence here continues at present. The GPS campaign will
last five years, reflecting increasing demands from UNAVCO users for long-term campaign
deployments.
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Figure 2. (left) Roof-top post mount, Luzzi. (right) Mladen Nedimovic, Dalhousie University,
works on the receiver enclosure inside a clock tower in Luzzi.

1.2 Facility Engineering
GPS Engineering and Equipment
The UNAVCO Facility provides state-of-the-art GPS equipment and engineering services to PI
projects. This includes project management, planning, installation, operations and maintenance
of continuous, permanent GPS station networks around the globe. Engineers and technicians also
undertake technology development, testing, and systems integration to support new project
demands. Presented below are highlights of activities during the quarter as well as associated
WBS tasks and performance metrics. Included are core support for NSF/EAR, NASA, and OPP
programs and project management of PBO Nucleus and GeoEarthScope,

NSF/EAR Program Support
Facility EAR program support is categorized by task and related metrics in Table 1 below and is
discussed in the following section.
Table 1. Engineering Performance Metrics – NSF CORE
WBS
Task
Performance Metrics
1.1.1.2

1.1.1.3
1.1.1.4.1

Permanent Station
Operations
PI Project Services
Engineering Technical
Support (email and
phone support)

# stations monitored (on
O&M list),
# station troubleshoot
events
# projects
# tech support requests

Numbers
347
66
33
43
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1.1.1.4.2
1.1.1.4.3

1.1.1.4.4
1.1.1.4.5

Development and
Testing
Pool Equipment
Maintenance
(warehousing, repair,
outfitting, tracking,
reporting)
PI Equipment Repairs
(RMAs)
PI Training Classes,
Workshops, Meeting

# D&T projects
completed
# receivers in pool
# community/project
receivers
# receivers delivered to
projects
# receivers repaired
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# classes held or
participated in

0

350
1825
53
71

Permanent Station operations
The facility currently provides operations and management (O&M) support to 283 continuously
operating stations. During this quarter there were 66 troubleshooting incidents handled for
stations monitored for EAR PIs. This included resolving communication and equipment issues,
shipping replacement equipment and working with PIs and local contacts to resolve problems.
PI Project Services
In the last quarter 33 PI projects (Table 2) were supported by the UNAVCO facility, ranging
from project design and budgets for proposals to full field deployments for new networks,
network upgrades and campaign surveys. The Calabria 2006 project, the featured project this
quarter, is an example of a project that received a full compliment of UNAVCO facility support.
UNAVCO staff was involved in project planning, network design, monumentation design,
equipment preparation and shipping and installation of the equipment. A summary listing of PI
projects supported during the last quarter is included in Table 2. Some other larger projects are
the emergency response to the Hawaii Earthquake, Kilauea Volcano and the return of the 20
campaign systems from the Greenland Seismology project. (Figure 3). In addition, technical
planning and budget development was done for seven new PI proposals this quarter.
Table 2. UNAVCO Supported Individual PI Projects
Project Name or Location

PI

Support Involved

Baja 2006-2007

T. Dixon

Technical support, equipment prep and shipping to project
area

BARGEN Expansion

B. Wernicke

Calabria 2006

M. Stekler

Project preparation and installation of 3 permanent sites
Equipment purchasing, configuration. Installation of 8
permanent sites

Caribbean Hurricane Prediction

J. Braun

Technical support and consultation. Equipment testing

Central Iceland 2006

R. Bennett

Technical support on recently installed sites

Costa Rica

T. Dixon

Croatia 2006

R. Bennett

Remote technical support
Campaign equipment prep, ATA CARNET prep and
shipping to Croatia

Death Valley LIDAR Survey

J. Dolan

Technical support, receiver configuration for high rate
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logging. Equipment prep and shipping to project area
Equipment purchase and configuration. Shipping of
equipment to PI.

El Salvador 2006-201

C. Demets

GPS Soil Moisture 2006

K. Larson

Greenland Seismology
Ha'apai Earthquake Emergency
Response
Hawaii Earthquake Rapid
Response 2006

J. Davis

Joshua Tree 2006

R. Bennett

Kilauea Volcano 2006

P. Segall

Kuwait City Permanent Station

R. Reilinger

Morocco Survey 2006

R. Reilinger

New Madrid I&F proposal Prep

R. Smalley

Norris Geyser Basin 2006

B. Smith

Northern Ethiopia 2006

N. Strong

Oaxaca/ Jalisco

C. Demets

Technical support on recently installed sites
Technical support, equipment prep and shipping to project
area
Technical consultation, equipment testing, budget preparation
for proposal
Technical support, equipment prep and shipping to project
area
Equipment prep, shipping, technical support for RTK survey
and post processing of data
Ongoing PI support on various technical issues and ordering
new equipment. Shipping equipment to PI.

Olympic Peninsula 2006

R. Bennett

Prepared and shipped 5 Topcon systems

Plumb Island 2006

M. Lee

RETREAT 2006

R. Bennett

Rio Grand Rift
Riobamba Permanent Station
2006

A. Sheehan

Equipment return, check in and testing
Campaign equipment prep, shipping to Italy, FE support for
campaign survey. Equipment return, check in and testing
FE support for installation of new semi-permanent sites in
Colorado and New Mexico

P. Lafemina

Equipment configuration and shipping. Remote tech support

Santorini

A. Newman

Technical support on recently installed sites

Sierra Negra 2006

D. Geist

Socorro
Steep 2006

A. Newman
J.
Freymueller

Return of campaign equipment ; check in and testing
Technical support, equipment prep and shipping to project
area
Equipment returned from campaign project, check in and
testing

Tanzania 2006

E. Calais

USArray

M. Jackson

Yucca Mountain 2006

B. Wernicke

M. Bevis
B. Brookes

Technical consultation and equipment budget for proposal
Technical support for equipment testing and downloading
issues. Equipment return, testing and repair
Equipment return, check in and testing
Technical support, equipment prep and shipping to project
area
Equipment prep, shipping technical support for campaign
survey. Equipment return, check in and testing
Project preparation and upgrade of 10 permanent sites to
NetRS receivers.

Technical support on recently installed sites
Ongoing Tech support for monument installations and
equipment issues
Technical support, equipment prep and shipping to project
area
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Figure 3. (left) Greenland Seismology. 20 NetRS campaign receivers were used to collect data
from a network emplaced on an ice field to measure deformation associated with "glacial
earthquakes." (right) Kilauea volcano Dynamics. Eleven sites in the Stanford-HVO Kilauea
GPS network were upgraded from Trimble 4000 receivers and Trimble ground plane antennas to
Trimble NetRS receivers and Trimble Zephyr antennas.
Engineering Technical Support
During the last quarter the UNAVCO facility responded to 43 requests for support via our
support mail alias (support@unavco.org), and by direct requests to staff via email and phone
calls.
Development and Testing
The UNAVCO facility tested the most recent firmware release for the Topcon GB1000 receiver.
Previous versions would cause the receiver to send unnecessary “PM” messages that were
written to the data file. This would cause the data file to be over 50% larger than normal, thus
reducing the capacity of the receiver. Extensive testing of the new firmware determined that
Topcon corrected this problem and no new problems arose with the new firmware.
The Facility is also working with Dr. John Braun at UCAR to examine the effects of the SCIGN
radome on baseline and tropospheric estimates. A well-documented set of data from Pinon Flats
Observatory collected by Duncan Agnew and Frank Wyatt at UCSD is being used for the first
phase of this investigation.
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UNAVCO GPS Receiver Pool
The UNAVCO Facility pool consists of 350 receivers of various types. The last quarter saw a
continued high level of utilization of the UNAVCO receiver pool (Figures 4-7). Due to high
demands on the pool additional older Trimble 4000 receivers were brought out of retirement to
meet the needs for the community.
Receiver Usage - R7/5700
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Figure 4. Trimble R7/5700 receiver usage over the last two years. Shown are the percentage
utilization and the number of receivers in the pool. The usage over the last quarter is nearly 100
percent.
Receiver Usage - NetRS
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Figure 5. Trimble NetRS receiver usage over the last two years. Shown are the percentage
utilization and the number of receivers in the pool. The usage over the last quarter is about 80
percent. This receiver package is intended for use in semi-permanent installations.
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Receiver Usage - Topcon
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Figure 6. EarthScope/PBO Topcon receiver usage over the last two years. Shown are the
percentage utilization and the number of receivers in the pool. The usage over the last quarter is
about 25 percent. Use of this pool is restricted to EarthScope or closely associated projects and
subject to NSF approval.
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Figure 7. Trimble 4000 receiver usage over the last two years. Shown are the percentage
utilization and the number of receivers in the pool. The usage over the last quarter is about 90
percent.
PI Equipment Repairs
UNAVCO is responsible for maintaining about 2125 receivers from the combined Facility,
community member (purchased under the UNAVCO discount plan), and PBO pools. During the
last quarter the UNAVCO processed 71 receiver repairs. The repairs ranged from processing
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RMA with the manufacture to board level repairs in-house. In addition to the receiver repairs the
facility repair depot handled 3 metrological instrument repairs.
Receiver System Upgrades
The facility is currently upgrading its campaign receiver cases. Post-project feedback from the
PIs and examination of the condition of returned equipment from several campaign projects have
allowed us to identify several components that need to be changed in order to provide the
community with a more rugged campaign case that will meet their needs. Feedback from the
community has been very positive with the design of the campaign cases because of ease of infield setup and operation that allows for quick deployments. This is particularly important when
working with collaborators unfamiliar with GPS equipment and when deploying receivers from
helicopters.
NASA/SENH Program Support
UNAVCO with JPL provides support for the NASA GPS infrastructure through a network of 75
permanent GPS stations called the Global GPS Network (GGN) that represents approximately
20% of the stations that make up the IGS permanent station global network. Data from these
stations are used to produce highly accurate products that are essential for Earth science research,
multidisciplinary applications, and education. Performance metrics are presented in Table 3 and
discussed in the following section.
Table 3. Engineering Performance Metrics – NASA CORE
WBS
Task
Performance Metrics

1.2.1.2
1.2.1.2
1.2.1.3
1.2.1.4.1
1.2.1.4.2
1.2.2.2
1.2.2.4

Engineering and
Equipment Services
Permanent Station
Operations

Permanent Station
Maintenance
Development and
Testing
Equipment Repairs
Data and Data Product
Services
Archiving and data
management
Community Software

# stations monitored (on
O&M list),
# station troubleshoot
events
# new stations installed
# field trips or upgrades
# D&T projects
completed
# receivers repaired

Numbers

76
179
1
11
0
4

# permanent stations
66
handled
#TEQC downloads,
Same as NSF
#TEQC web information 1.1.2.1.4 above
requests
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Approximately 190 (through November 30th) individual trouble and maintenance issues were
responded to by the UNAVCO Facility during this quarter including GPS equipment, computer,
and communications upgrades at several GGN stations.
As part of the ongoing computer upgrade of the GGN network, new Linux computers were
deployed to the following stations in the GGN network; CIC1 (Mexico), IISC (India), and
MDO1 (McDonald Observatory in Texas). The MDO1 computer is a specialized mini-pc with a
customs Linux installation from JPL. It is very well suited for low power, and space restricted
installations.
New Ashtech MicroZ receivers were installed at NSSP (Armenia), and MDO1 (McDonald
Observatory in Texas). Major upgrade work is underway for PIE1 (New Mexico) with an
antenna cable replacement, MCM4 (McMurdo, Antarctica), also a cable replacement, HARV
(Harvest Oil Platform, Figure 8), with a new VSAT communication system being installed (this
site visit and logistics have proved especially
challenging due to the location and access to the offshore platform), NSSP (Armenia) Internet modem
replacement, and SEY1 (Seychelles) new Ashtech
receiver and antenna replacement. SHAO (Shanghai,
PRC) is awaiting an Internet upgrade locally which
will enable a direct, timelier and more reliable data
offload once installed. The MBAR (Mbarara, Uganda)
station will need a new solar panel shortly to replace
one that has been damaged. At HRAO (South Africa)
a new MET-Pack is being installed and data is being
integrated into the Ashtech data stream. Work is
ongoing locally to restore communications to the
Figure 8. New VSAT
SOLA (Saudi Arabia) station. The new computer is
communications installed at the
running and data is coming in from other station in the
Harvest Platform GGN site offshore
country.
Santa Barbara, California.
A new GGN station was installed in Dar Es Salaam, Tanzania (TANZ). This station is not
providing high-rate, real-time data due to unreliable station power and communications
currently, but should be a valuable addition to the sparse African GPS coverage. NASA-JPL
(through UNAVCO) provided a computer, GPS equipment and the wireless Ethernet radio
equipment. The local collaborators provided equipment housing, power, monument, etc. with a
UNAVCO engineer installing the equipment during project work in Tanzania in August.
The new equipment test station being constructed at Marshall Field outside Boulder for
investigation of receiver and antenna performance, equipment mixing, and new GPS observables
issues, is nearing completion. Two concrete monuments have been constructed, and equipment
housing, communication equipment (wireless Internet and CDMA modems) has been tested and
will be deployed along with GPS equipment in the near future.
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NSF Office of Polar Programs Support
The Antarctic field season is in progress with 25 separate projects using 60 GPS receivers
throughout the continent and offshore. A successful maintenance effort has restored data flow all
15 continuous GPS stations located throughout the continent including in the Transantarctic
Mountains, South Pole, WAIS Divide Camp, McMurdo Station, Mt. Erebus, and Palmer Station.
Data retrieval from these sites include direct internet connections, serial radio links, an Iridium
satellite data link, and local data storage and downloading. Other highlights include supporting
the ANDRILL project with GPS positioning of the drill rig on the McMurdo Ice Shelf (D.
Harwood PI) and adding telemetry to the Cape Roberts tide gauge for daily data retrieval vie the
Erebus repeater (G. Blick PI). Unattended continuous data collection also continues for
glaciology research on the Greenland Ice Sheet, and preparations are underway to install several
continuous stations on rock in Greenland next summer (M. Bevis PI) Figure 9. The joint
IRIS/UNAVCO MRI project has begun, with a wind turbine test in progress at Niwot Ridge
(Figure 10), battery cold chamber testing, lithium battery integration, and preparations to build
technology testbeds at McMurdo and South Pole Stations. An operational wind hardened
prototype will be deployed on Minna Bluff in late January 2007. IPY project planning continues
with UNAVCO presenting at POLENET GPS workshop in Dresden, and attending POLENET
seismology workshop at AGU. Performance Metrics are given in Table 4. In addition, technical
planning and budget development was done for 8 new PI proposals this quarter.
Table 4. Engineering Performance Metrics – OPP
Performance Metrics
WBS
Task

1.1.1.2
1.1.1.2
1.1.1.3
1.1.1.4.1
1.1.1.4.2
1.1.1.4.3

1.1.1.4.4
1.1.1.4.5

Engineering and
Equipment Services
Permanent Station
Operations
PI Project Services
Engineering Technical
Support (email and
phone support)
Development and
Testing
Pool Equipment
Maintenance
(warehousing, repair,
outfitting, tracking,
reporting)
PI Equipment Repairs
(RMAs)
PI Training Classes,
Workshops, Meeting

# stations monitored (on
O&M list),
# station troubleshoot
events
# projects
# tech support requests
# D&T projects
completed
# receivers in pool
#community/project
receivers
# receivers delivered to
projects
# receivers repaired
# classes held or
participated in

Numbers

20
6
27
Reported with
EAR numbers
above
2
89
0
86
0
4
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Figure 9. (left) Setting up a GPS and seismic glaciology research system on the Greenland Ice
Sheet. Photo: I. Joughin. Right. UNAVCO engineers Seth White and Thomas Nylen servicing
the Mt. Fleming continuous GPS station in the TAMDEF Antarctic network.

Figure 10. MRI wind turbine test at Niwot Ridge facility in Colorado.
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PBO Nucleus Project Support
The PBO Nucleus project is a Collaborative EarthScope Research and Related Activitiesfunded project to upgrade existing permanent stations in the PBO footprint to PBO standards.
Theo work includes upgrades of station hardware, operations and maintenance, data archiving,
processing, and station permitting. Work on the PBO Nucleus project continues to be well ahead
of schedule, having passed the two-thirds mark in station upgrades in October (see bar chart
below). A total of 21 upgrades were completed during the months of September, October and
November, bringing the total number to date of 145, or 69% of the 209 station network. As of
December 1 we are 30%, 9 months, ahead of schedule. The faster-than-expected progress means
that we will be purchasing necessary hardware for the remainder of the upgrades ahead of
schedule as well. Performance metrics are given in Table 5.

Table 5. PBO Nucleus Project Performance Metrics
WBS Element
1.5.1.1

Metric
Permanent Upgrades

1.5.1.2

Permanent Station O&M

1.5.1.3

Permanent Station Troubleshooting
# remote troubleshoot events
# trouble shoot events with field visits (excluding
upgrade visits)
Permanent Station Archiving

1.5.1.4

1.5.1.5

Permanent Station Data Products #stations
processed

1.5.1.6

Permanent Station Permitting #permits/permits
needed

Quantity
21 Stations (145
to date)
209 Stations
Monitored
26
29
All 209 stations
are being
archived at the
Facility
All 209 are
being processed
by PBO
TBD
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Among the many accomplishments this quarter were the integration of Nucleus
communication infrastructure in Nevada with those of three newly constructed Caltech-operated
stations. Stations ELKO and RUBY (Figure 11) use CDMA and VSAT communications
respectively, and by agreement with PBO’s Data Management and Technology group, the new
stations’ data flow will be integrated with Nucleus as well. Two other radio networks originally
built by Nucleus in Fallon and Mt. Lewis Nevada were expanded and reconfigured to include
newly constructed PBO stations in the area.

Figure 11. (left) CPXX on western flank of Mt. Rainier, (right) RUBY shares comm.’s with
Caltech stations
Two changes were made to the list of stations supported by Nucleus and designated for
future inclusion into PBO’s O&M phase this quarter. Station NEWP in Newport, OR was
decommissioned due to deterioration of the monument as a new PBO station (P367) was
constructed a few feet away. SUTB was removed from Nucleus when the permit holder refused
to consider transferring ownership of the station to UNAVCO without imposing prohibitively
large fees; U.C. Berkeley will continue to operate this station with external funding. Two
stations were then added in the Pacific northwest: PCO at Pierce College in Tacoma and CPXX
on the western flank of Mt. Rainier. Both of these stations were useful in detecting the 2006
Cascadia Episodic Tremor and Slip event that began in early November.
Station health and data flow statistics continue to be outstanding. As of this writing 99%
of stations are healthy, and data flow during the reporting period for all stations was 98%.
Nucleus staff continues to lead the way in testing and perfecting communications
technologies for use at Nucleus and PBO stations. This quarter a new way of using Cingular’s
service without a VPN was documented by Nucleus and is in use at many Nucleus and PBO
stations, and testing of US Cellular service using Kyocera hardware is currently underway.

EarthScope/PBO Project Support
The EarthScope-funded pool of 100 Topcon GB-1000 systems was used to support four
projects this quarter: Hawaii Earthquake Emergency Response (B. Brooks and J Foster, U. of HI.
PI’s), Japan Hills, AK (Ray Weldon, U of Oregon PI), Cascadia ETS 2006 (Rick Bennett, U of
Az. PI), and the Rio Grande Rift (A. Sheehan, S. Nerem, U of CO, A. Lowry, U.S.U., and M.
14

Roy, U of NM PI’s). The first two of these were not funded by EarthScope, but lack of available
UNAVCO Facility-owned instruments led us to seek NSF approval for their use. Additionally
one letter of support was written for an EarthScope proposal, the Anza GPS Transect, Duncan
Agnew UCSD PI.
Topcon Positioning Systems provided us with two
new firmware releases for the GB-1000 receivers, both of
which resolved important outstanding issues with satellite
tracking and data logging. The firmware was tested with
assistance from the UNAVCO Facility’s equipment group and
accepted for use in field projects.
Progress on the siting and construction of the Rio
Grande Rift stations (map a right) was excellent during this
quarter. As of December 1st 18 of the 24 stations have been
built by UNAVCO crews with three additional to be built
during the first week of December. Twelve stations were
built during the reporting period. The figure right shows the
current station status, with operational stations shown in red,
permitted stations in orange. Only one station, RG03 in
Central New Mexico, is yet to be sited. This project has
represented a huge collaborative effort between the PI
Institutions and UNAVCO Staff; construction of all stations is
expected to be complete by mid-January. EarthScope Project
Support summary: 4 Projects supported, 100 Receivers in
Pool, 26 delivered to projects, 1 PI Proposal Spec/Budget
developed, 1 Development/Testing Project Completed
(Topcon Firmware Acceptance).

GeoEarthScope Support
GeoEarthScope is the component of NSF’s EarthScope project that includes the acquisition of
aerial and satellite imagery and geochronology. Support for two PI-led projects continued and
much progress was made with the revised GeoEarthScope plan designed and implemented this
year.
Two PI-led imagery projects remained active in this quarter: “A Precise Ground Velocity Map
for the Basin and Range Province Based on InSAR” (PI: Falk Amelung, University of Miami)
and “Determination of Slip Rates on the Death Valley-Fish Lake Valley Fault System: Toward
an Understanding of the Spatial & Temporal Extent of Strain Transients” (PI: James Dolan,
USC). UNAVCO support for these projects will continue into the next quarter. Data acquisition
for the Death Valley Lidar project commenced in late November 2006 and will conclude in early
December 2006; the LiDAR data are being collected by the National Center for Airborne Laser
Mapping (ALSM); additional support for this survey is being provided by the UNAVCO Facility
and PBO Southern California regional office.
The revised GeoES plan saw considerable progress and refinement during this quarter. The
GeoES InSAR, LiDAR and Geochronology working groups submitted their reports to
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UNAVCO; these reports identified and prioritized potential targets for GeoES. A GeoES review
panel led by the PBO Standing Committee was assembled to review the working group reports
and to recommend an overall GeoES acquisition plan and budget allocation based upon the
working group reports and community feedback. It was decided by NSF, UNAVCO and the
review panel that the Geochronology recommendations require additional information that must
come from responses to a geochronology request for proposals (RFP) that UNAVCO will issue.
In order to allow GeoES projects to get underway while the review process continues, NSF
allocated $800K each to the InSAR, LiDAR and geochronology working groups (total of
$2.4M). The remaining funds (~$1.6M) will be allocated to the working groups following
completion of the review process in early 2007. The current GeoES plan and status were
presented to the community at a GeoES Town Hall meeting at the 2006 Geological Society of
America meeting.
Plans for the northern California LiDAR project, the first project proposed by the LiDAR
working group and approved by NSF, were formulated during this quarter. A planning meeting
was held at the USGS Menlo Park campus and was attended by community members in
September. Initial plans proposed that this survey be conducted in November 2006 but this
timeframe was rescheduled for February 2007 due to a number of factors. A subaward was
issued this quarter to Ohio State University to provide geodetic support for this project. The
GeoES Project Manager assisted OSU and project participants with field work in northern
California during this quarter. Subawards to the National Center for Airborne Laser Mapping
(NCALM) and Arizona State University to support this project are currently under development
at UNAVCO.
The GeoES Project Manager participated in numerous community events during this quarter
including: a planning meeting for the northern CA LiDAR project in September, the SCEC 2006
annual meeting in September, the 2006 Geological Society of America meeting in October, the
EarthScope Facility management review meeting in November, and an institutional visit to San
Diego State University in November. A new position was created and advertised this quarter to
support GeoES activity: UNAVCO Data Engineer II (InSAR, LiDAR, Geochronology); it
remains unfilled at this time. The GeoEarthScope web page was updated continuously
throughout the quarter.
Performance metrics for GeoEarthScope are reported by the Plate Boundary Observatory. As
presented at the EarthScope Facility management review meeting in November, the current
GeoES baseline does not accurately reflect the current activity and milestones and should be
revised following completion of the GeoES review process in early 2007.
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1.3 Data Highlights
Archiving and Data Management
The UNAVCO Data Archive mission is to provide a secure long-term Archive for data, data
products, and metadata from high-precision GNSS studies and other crustal deformation
measurements. UNAVCO makes data from the Archive available to the scientific community
and to the public and provides additional tools that add value to the data and data products in the
Archive.
WBS Metrics. Table 6 shows the initial gathering of data for the Facility WBS Metrics reporting
in the area of Data and Data Products. Of note is the tabulated statistic for TEQC downloads,
averaging over 600 downloads per month; this is a striking indicator of the widespread usage of
this UNAVCO-provided community resource. Also of note is the number of files archived
during the quarter, which translates to 440,000 files archived annually. For comparison, the
Archive passed the 1 millionth file archived in January 2006, and will have added nearly 50% of
that number during the following year.
Table 6. Archive Performance Metrics
WBS Report Covering September-November 2006
WBS Element
Metric
Campaign files archived
1.1.2.1.2
Permanent station files archived
1.1.2.1.2
Campaign files accessed
1.1.2.1.3
Permanent station files accessed
1.1.2.1.3
Community software – TEQC downloads
1.1.2.1.4 and
1.2.2.4
Permanent stations handled
1.2.2.2
InSAR Scenes Archived
1.1.2.2.2

Quantity
2867
106342
5776
842296
1870
66
411

Holdings. Archive holdings in the online repository, which is the primary copy of all GPS related
files and products, total 1.8 Tb in compressed form (3.7 Tb when uncompressed to their usable
form). Holdings in the ftp pickup area, where the RINEX copy of all GPS-related files and
products, total 3.3 Tb. The bar graphs (Figure 12) show annual and cumulative archive data
volume growth through time for the primary copy of GPS files.
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UNAVCO Archive Cumulative Data Volume
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Figure 12. (left) Archive data volume by fiscal year (2007 is only the first quarter) and (right)
cumulatively plotted.
Permanent Stations. Currently, 1198 active global permanent stations are being archived at
UNAVCO. An additional fifteen sites from a variety of global networks (not including PBO)
were added this quarter for automated daily archiving.
Campaigns. Archiving was completed for seventeen campaigns this quarter (Antarctica Support
2005/2006 - G081, Bench Glacier 2006, CAP 1997, CAP 1998, CAP 1999, Central San Andreas
2003, Central San Andreas 2004, Galapagos 2006, McCall 2006, REFRACTT 2006, SCARP
1997, SCARP 1998, SCARP 1999, SCARP 2000, SCARP 2001, Tanzania 2006, Thule,
Greenland 2006).
Plate Boundary Observatory Data Support. Sixty-eight new PBO sites were added this quarter.
High-rate data from 184 PBO stations collected in association with the Kuril earthquake led to a
new record for archiving – 150 Gb in 48 hours. Over 300 Gb total of high-rate data covering the
days before and after the earthquake was archived
GGN-SENH Data Support. New scripts for verifying metadata and sending reports to engineers
and JPL were created. Data flow reporting tools were improved to show latency of delivery for
hourly files. Scripts for checking GGN network connections were modified to improve error
message output.
Data Pickup. A monthly average of 281,000 data files were picked up from the Archive ftp
server. Additionally, a monthly average of 418,000 GSAC holdings files, QC files, sitelogs,
product files, campaign log images, and other GPS-related files were picked up from the Archive
ftp server.
IT Infrastructure and Software. The Archive’s secondary ftp server at IRIS, which holds a
complete copy of the Archive’s public data, was used successfully as a failover system for
dataflow during maintenance of the primary ftp server. This functionality contributes to the high
availability of data from the Archive, an important feature to the many investigators using
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automated processing systems. The first full-production version of the Archive’s PHP web
search and access tools was released. An example of the interface is shown in Figure 13.
GeoServer, an Open Geospatial Consortium–compliant geospatial data server was set up to serve
the Archive’s monument collection as web feature services to the geospatial web. This action
was taken to further the Data Group’s participation in GeoWS, a joint IRIS, UNAVCO, and
Lamont Doherty effort to provide cross-disciplinary search and access cyberinfrastructure to the
Earth sciences community.

Figure 13. New Archive web access interface.
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1.4 Education and Outreach Activities
“The mission of UNAVCO’s Education and Outreach Program is to promote a broader
understanding of Earth science through the scientific methods, data, and results of the unique
suite of scientific research of UNAVCO’s community. We will foster collaboration between the
scientific and educational communities and will increase the number and diversity of students
to strengthen and sustain the next generation of earth scientists.”
This E&O mission statement is part of the E&O strategic plan that was formulated over the past
18 months by the E&O Standing Committee and the E&O Director. This strategic plan includes
the mission statement, goals, and a rationale for selecting audiences and activities
(http://www.unavco.org/edu_outreach/about/docs/EOSC_8-06.pdf). The E&O Standing
Committee meets twice a year to discuss progress, priorities, and new directions, and the Chair
of the Standing committee then presents an overview at each Board meeting.
UNAVCO’s E&O group has been able to raise funds thanks to several successful proposals
which are independent E&O proposals to NSF or collaborative with our community. Key
projects include the Research Experience in Solid Earth Science for Students (RESESS) and
PBO Nucleus. The RESESS program was funded for three interns (2006), which will grow to 6
in the next two years. We anticipate that we will maintain the program at 9 interns in the next
proposal of 2008.
UNAVCO's E&O program has external funds for a formal evaluation of the RESESS and
Nucleus education projects. These include formative and summative components, and the plan is
being implemented. Work and evaluation plans are in place and being implemented for
individual projects.
We report on overall UNAVCO E&O activities below and also present some specific Facilityrelated metrics associated with our WBS (Table 7). These include the Facility Jules Verne
Voyager web mapping tool and short courses. As noted in the table below, over 48,000 unique
maps were drawn and a short course “Using GPS data to study crustal deformation, earthquakes,
and volcanism: A short course for faculty, Geological Society of America 2006.”
Table 7. Performance Metrics for Facility related E&O
WBS Report Covering September-November 2006
WBS Element
Metric
Core E&O Voyager Map Tool
1.1.4.1
# Web Maps Drawn
Short Courses
1.1.4.4.2
# courses held
# participants

Quantity
48,219
1
24

PBO Nucleus: E&O Project status. For 2006, we initially anticipated focusing the majority of
our efforts on the college audience, but we have had unexpected opportunities to target the
middle/high school audience. With respect to the middle/high school audience, we are primarily
targeting pre-existing teacher networks. The project has met all goals set for 2006 and formal
evaluation is taking place.
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Materials developed:
I. Two lesson-plans or curricular ‘modules’ have been developed for the middle/high school
Earth Science classroom:
1) Visualizing Relationships Between Earthquakes, Volcanoes, and Plate Boundaries in
the Western United States. This is constructed for pencil and paper with or without a
computer-based activity. http://www.unavco.org/edu_outreach/docs/voyager_activity.pdf
Learning outcomes:
• Using the western United States as an example, observe the locations of
earthquakes, volcanoes, and plate boundaries.
• Understand that there is a spatial relationship between earthquakes, volcanoes,
and lithospheric plate boundaries.
2) The case of the mystery earthquakes, including episodic tremor and slip. Both a
teacher’s guide and student activities were developed by UNAVCO Master Teacher-inResidence, Roger Groom, with Becca Walker, UNAVCO Education Specialist. This has
been tested in Groom’s classroom during the fall of 2006.
3) Other materials were developed to support these activities:
Using GPS to study plate tectonics (with Dr. Jessica Murray, USGS)
http://www.unavco.org/edu_outreach/docs/gps_tev.pdf
These materials were tested in several workshops for middle and high school Earth Science
Teachers (total of 90):
Yuma Arizona, January: 30 teachers
Pacific Northwest (Teachers on the Leading Edge project): 12
SACNAS, October: 18 teachers
II. One module for introductory geology at the college level was developed (general education
requirements) and was tested in one workshop (total of 11 faculty members). 13 interviews were
conducted for input prior to making this module.
1) Using GPS data to study crustal deformation, earthquakes, and volcanism: A short
course for faculty, Geological Society of America 2006. The module was developed by
Dr. Andy Newman, Georgia Tech, and modified by UNAVCO education specialist,
Shelley Olds and presented with Susan Eriksson and Charles Meertens.
Formal evaluation of PBO Nucleus E&O work
An evaluation plan was developed during 2006. Dr. Sandra Laursen from the University of
Colorado is helping the UNAVCO staff obtain data to measure the success of the PBO Nucleus
education goals. She will conduct interviews later in the project when educators have used these
materials in their classrooms.
Published abstracts
1) “Plate Boundary Observatory Nucleus Education and Outreach: Bringing GPS and
Data-rich Activities Into College and Secondary Earth Science Classrooms”, Rebecca Walker
and Susan Eriksson, Spring AGU, 2006
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2) “Providing access to Plate Boundary Observatory (PBO) data for secondary and college
audiences through workshops, classroom resources, and the web.” Susan Eriksson, Rebecca
Walker, Mike Jackson, and Roger Groom, Geological Society of America Annual Meeting, 2006
The E&O program worked with community members on designing their broader impacts for
proposals submitted to the July EarthScope solicitation, 2006. UNAVCO wrote supporting
letters for several EarthScope proposals.

o Jim Davis, Harvard-Smithsonian Center for Astrophysics – EarthScope
Panorama: Informal Geoscience Education for Young People.
o Jeff Freymuller, University of Alaska –2008 Master Teacher Program.
o Robert Butler, University of Portland, Teachers on the Leading Edge

RESESS (Research Experience in Solid Earth Science for Students)
Three interns finished the summer by presenting the results of their research at the
SOARS/RESESS Colloquium in August. The written evaluation report was presented to the
RESESS director in December. Both mentors and interns are positive about the program; the
only programmatic change suggested is to include seminar speakers from geology/geophysics
through the summer in addition to the atmospheric scientists related to the SOARS project.
All three protégées presented their research at the SACNAS conference (Society for the
Advancement of Chicanos and Native Americans). UNAVCO sponsored a one-day field trip for
50 SACNAS students and teachers. This is the second year that UNAVCO has sponsored this
popular SACNAS activity. Below are photos of the 2006 RESESS and SOARS interns.
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